CAPABILITY STATEMENT

TRAINING

An independent risk, security and crisis consultancy
providing globl Preparation, Assistance, Communication
and Emergency support.

2017

ABOUT OUR

TEAM
PACE First is an independent risk, security
and crisis consultancy helping organisations
and individuals to ensure they have the best
preparation, assistance, communication and
emergency (PACE) support globally.
Our people have experience in over 130 countries,
responding to critical incidents, crises and
disasters, operating in regions of unrest and
conflict and empowering our clients through our
Trusted Networks - Beyond Borders of specialists
and subject-experts.

RISK & CRISIS
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SECURITY

COMMUNICATION

We ensure your risk, security, emergency response,
crisis management and duty-of-care obligations
are understood and covered.
Our clients are in the offices and boardrooms of
the largest commercial capital cities and sites in the
most remote, complex and high-risk environments
in the world.
We are there every step of the way – wherever
and whenever they need us.

CULTURAL

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM

NEGOTIATIONS

WELFARE

We cover your risk,
security, emergency
response, crisis
management
and duty-of-care
obligations.

OUR CORE

SERVICES
TRAINING SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

We help clients give their people confidence
through progressive training and exercises, and
develop specialised courses considering each
client’s structure, operations, culture and values.
We have trained thousands of people in risk, crisis,
security, medical, travel safety courses.

We help clients ensure the best-people are supporting their business through permanent and
contracted subject-experts, local relationship
managers, business and cultural advisors, support
staff and technical specialists – especially valuable
when entering or exiting international markets.

RISK, CRISIS & CONTINUITY

SECURITY & RESPONSE

We help clients understand and manage their
unique risk profile, regulatory requirements and
geographic exposures to anticipate possible
disruptions and impacts, plan response and
recovery strategies and understand the full-context
of consequences at every level of an organisation
– from site to the boardroom. We help reduce
the impacts of a crisis by ensuring best-practice
systems, skilled leaders and access to experts are
placed to protect people, business and brand.

We help clients manage their safety, security
and travel risks and respond to critical incidents
globally. We ensure the best-people are protecting
and responding through our Trusted Networks
– Beyond Borders and use technology to avoid
incidents, alert those at risk and activate response
teams when time-is-critical.

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM
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TRAINING

SERVICES
Our training courses have been developed
through real-world experience and academic
research to ensure lessons are relevant,
consistent with adult-learning principles,
aligned with the client’s objectives and
delivered with appropriate tone and empathy
to participants of all experience levels.
We have delivered training courses to
thousands of participants, across various
regions, cultures and sectors including:
humanitarian
and
aid,
healthcare,
government, media, sports, finance, resources
and exploration workers. Our training
is hands-on, practical, has great teambuilding components and use multiple livescenarios to provide a safe-yet-challenging
environment to apply new skills.
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HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT

AWARENESS
DURATION 3 – 5 DAYS
Hostile

Environment

Awareness

Training

(HEAT) prepares travellers and those living
overseas with the skills and confidence
to manage unique and potentially lifethreatening risks that vary region-to-region.
Our instructors are experts in travel security,
remote area medicine and international
emergency

assistance

with

extensive

experience working in complex, remote and
hostile environments.
HEAT courses include advanced first-aid
and medical training, also known as Tactical
Combat Casualty Care (TCCC), with prehospital trauma care, first aid in remote
situations,
patient

cardio-pulmonary

transport

and

resuscitation,

evacuations

and

preventive medicine coursework (accredited
certifications

HLTAID001,

HLTAID003,

HLTAID005).
Competencies are developed to align with
the client’s organisational needs, but often
include:

Prepares
travellers and
those living
overseas with
the skills and
confidence to
manage unique
and potentially
life-threatening
risks.

COURSE COMPETENCIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparations: risk assessment, planning & equipment
Assistance: fixers, drivers, translators security & responders
Communications: systems, devices, security & welfare checks
Emergency: security, medical & evacuation plans / activation
Critical Incidents and Crisis Manager Coursework
Navigation & Use of Interactive Mapping
Natural Disasters: safety and security in locations affected
Civil Unrests: safety and security in locations affected
Extreme Remote Areas & Survival Basics
Conflict Resolution: applying the “spiral of motive”
Protective Equipment & Weapons Effects
Trauma Awareness & Emotional Resilience
International Humanitarian Law
Preventive Medicine & Wellbeing
First Aid Training: Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM
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Gives participants
the skills and
confidence to
conduct their
travels abroad
safely in regions
that may have
greater risk of
crime, natural
disasters, civil
unrest, disease,
or remoteness

TRAVEL SAFETY AND REMOTE

TRAINING
DURATION 1 – 3 DAYS

Our instructors empower travellers
to identify location-specific risks and
take appropriate actions to maintain
their safety, security and wellbeing.
Competencies include: conducting travel
risk assessments, focused planning,
use of specialist safety equipment,
accommodation selection and security,
safe vehicle and convoy procedures
and responses to critical incidents, civil
unrest, natural disasters and medical
emergencies.
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Travel Safety & Remote Training courses
include
pre-hospital
trauma
care,
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, patient
transport and evacuations and preventive
medicine
coursework
(nationallyaccredited certifications HLTAID001,
HLTAID003).

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM

CRISIS AND EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT
DURATION 1 – 3 DAYS
Ensures responders, senior management and executives understand how to work as a team when
managing critical incidents, crises and disasters. Our instructors have extensive and recent experience
leading response and recovery efforts during high-profile domestic and international cases, including:
emergency evacuations, kidnapping, extortions and detentions, complex intergovernmental negotiations,
industrial and issue-motivated group actions and coordinating teams responding to manage impacts of
natural disasters, civil unrest and conflicts.
Competencies are developed to align with the client’s organisational needs, but often include:
•
Understand crisis, emergency and disaster management theory
•
Introduction to client’s crisis, emergency and disaster management approach and systems
•
Introduction to client’s risk rating guide and assessment methodology
•
Understand individual team-member roles and responsibilities
•
Understand media management responsibilities
•
Understand family liaison management responsibilities
•
Understand recovery and business continuity responsibilities
Additional coursework is provided to augment CEM / DRM Training, including:

CRISIS HUMAN
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

Intensive crisis
communications training
and testing for personnel
involved with sensitive
notifications of employees
and families.

CRISIS
COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINING

Intensive crisis
communications training
and testing for personnel
involved with preparation
and management of
media holding statements,
press releases, internal and
external communications.

CRISIS
SPOKESPERSON
TRAINING

Intensive on-camera
crisis media training and
testing.

Our instructors have extensive and recent experience leading
response and recovery efforts during high-profile domestic
and international cases.

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM
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ANTI-CARJACKING

TRAINING
DURATION 1 – 2 DAYS
Anti-Carjacking Training gives participants an
appreciation of risk and the skills to avoid the
possibility of a carjacking situation wherever
possible, and to respond appropriately to mitigate
the risk of harm, or further harm, in the event of a
car-jacking.
Our instructors have recent experience working in
regions with increased risk of carjacking incidents
and a proven track-record of delivering this
training to address the risks to personal safety and
security that these incidents present.
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Competencies include: context of risk and
statistics of carjacking incidents, conducting risk
assessments, understanding carjacking methods,
risk avoidance, driving skills “enhancement” and
response exercises, ‘spiral-of-motive’ – compliance
vs alternatives, use of specialist safety and duress
equipment, safe vehicle and convoy procedures
and post-incident management.
Anti-Carjacking Training courses also provide
options to include pre-hospital trauma care,
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, patient
transport and evacuations coursework (nationally
accredited certifications HLTAID001, HLTAID003).

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM

Our instructors
include high-profile
persons who have
themselves been
held by kidnappers
or illegally detained.

KIDNAP, CAPTURE AND CAPTIVITY

AWARENESS
DURATION 1 – 2 DAYS

Kidnap, Capture and Captivity Awareness Training
introduces participants who travel into austere
or hostile environments to risks and mitigations
associated with kidnapping for ransom, illegal
detention and conduct-after-capture.
Our instructors include high-profile persons
who have themselves been held by kidnappers
or illegally detained for extended periods, and
international response personnel with recent
experience working in negotiation, liaison and
post-release management roles for these cases.

Competencies include: context of risk and
statistics of kidnapping incidents, conducting
risk assessments, understanding surveillance and
abduction methods, risk avoidance, driving skills
“enhancement” and response exercises, ‘spiralof-motive’ – compliance vs alternatives, use of
specialist safety and duress equipment, safe
vehicle and convoy procedures, introduction to
interrogation techniques, psychological resilience,
coping and post-incident management.
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EXPERIENCED
INSTRUCTORS
Our instructors are expert
in medical responses and
evacuations from remote
areas and come from
specialist emergency
medicine backgrounds,
many with recent realworld experience, serving
as independent-duty and
remote areas paramedics
and coordinating critical
care and aeromedical
evacuations from complex,
remote and hostile
environments.

TACTICAL COMBAT
CASUALTY
The amount of technology in buildings

CARE

is that everything is now on theGa. Lent
anit dolorer cimillu ptatem voluptis
ne

ent

eaquoditem

nobis

Hendit

excessequam quasperumqui tota nobis
re deniet oditati tet, et lacepta qui

DURATION 1 – 2 DAYS

PACE First offers a number of standalone casualty care and first aid courses
focused on remote areas that include
pre-hospital trauma care, first aid in
remote situations, cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation, patient transport and
evacuations and preventive medicine
coursework (accredited certifications
HLTAID001, HLTAID003, HLTAID005 –
additional certifications may be available
upon request).
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E-LEARNING & VIRTUAL REALITY

PRODUCTION
PACE First has partnered with an
award winning video production
and eLearning company to design,
develop, deploy and support specialist
eLearning, animation and virtual reality
projects to stay ahead of other training
companies in terms of style, technique
and technology.
The priority with our training productions
is to provide subject-experts to support
with content development, but also
keep the client involved and informed
to ensure the end-product to be used
for training exceeds expectations.

Our subject
experts ensure
our training
exceeds your
expectations.

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM
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ADDITIONAL

SERVICES
Please contact us directly to
discuss your specific training, risk,
crisis, continuity or international
assistance needs with a specialist
advisor.
We look forward to supporting
you, your people or your business
in the future through our Trusted

Networks – Beyond Borders.

RISK, CRISIS AND CONTINUITY

Security Risk | Assessment, Policy and
Management
Travel Risk | Assessment , Policy and
Management
Crisis and Emergency Management | Plan,
Train and Exercise
Business Continuity | Assessment, Plan and
Management
Response and Evacuation Plans | Medical and
Security
Information Communication Technology Risk
Country Specific Risk Assessments
Project Feasibility Assessments
Predictive Risk and Integrative Method
(PRIMe) Assessments
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INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

SECURITY AND RESPONSE

Response Network Coordinators | medical,
security, evacuation, special risks

In-Country Representation & Network
Management

Crisis Management Coordinators & Teams

Client Relationship Management

Family Liaison & Welfare Coordinators

Case Management & Reporting

Community Liaison & Welfare Coordinators

Cultural & Local Business Advisory

Trauma Counsellors & Psychologists

Legal Advisors & Negotiators

Government Liaison Coordinators

Local Subject-Experts & Support Personnel |
Fixers

International Legal Advisors & Negotiators
Security Management Coordinators & Teams

Translating & Interpreting Services | 155
languages and dialect

Close Personal Protection Experts | executive,
high net-worth & hostile regions
Intelligence Analysts & Surveillance Operatives
Information and Communications
Technology Security Specialists

WWW.PACEFIRST.COM
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Please contact us directly to discuss your
specific training, risk, crisis, continuity
or international assistance needs with a
specialist advisor.
We look forward to supporting you, your
people or your business in the future
through our Trusted Networks – Beyond

Borders.
W www.pacefirst.com
P +61 2 8247 2030
E |info@pacefirst.com

